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There appears to be plenty of
11

spin" to go around, in relation
Court has allowed the State of
California to waive various state

to the prison and parole indus- regulations and Penal Codes in

tries of today- This is particular- order to meet the mandated pop-
ly true in matters concerning the ulation reduction. However, CA's
prisoner population reduction order Prop. 9 was adopted as a consti-

currently imposed on California's
prison system, and the ongoing
controversy over the best way to

approach the possible early re-
lease of prisoners.

The first thing that comes to

mind
,
especially if you happen to

be a person serving a term- to- life
sentence j is why are they even
considering the "early release" of
any prisoners when California law
strictly, and specifically, pro-
hibits it- (e.g., Proposition 9,
"Marsy's Law") The state adopted
Prop. 9 in 2008. It mandates that
under no circumstances shall the
state permit the release of pris-
oners due to the overcrowded pris-
on conditions.

However, CA currently houses
(confines) thousands of term-to-
life prisoners, who have already
served decades of their life be-
hind bars and are now serving time
well in excess of the base- term
imposed by the court. Most of
these prisoners have also been
forensically assessed to be of low
risk, if released. Being that
these prisoners have already been
incarcerated beyond their base-
term, the release of these (low
risk) prisoners could only be
deemed a timely release, not an
early release .

It should be noted that we real-
ize the fact that the Three-Judge

tutional amendment, not just a

change in Penal Code. So, what
kinds of deceptive spin has the
state resorted to which could
prove effective in the state's
need to "wag the dog.

11 Obviously
they need a distraction that per-
mits the state to suddenly skirt
the law when it no longer serves
its purpuse.

Much of the political gamesman-
ship has been deployed to negate
the court ordered population re-
duction. Several prison officials,
politicians -

, and other people
with a "lock-em up" agenda, have
appeared in the papers and TV or
radio news programs, making the
(false) claim that the prison
system's medical/psych care has
now risen to a humane standard.
(Of course, they know there's no
way the public can check this*)
They also claim, and have testi-
fied before the Legislature, that
they are converting several state
prisons into "Hubs" filled with
hundreds of new vocational and
academic programs. (Also knowing
that the Legislature will simply
take their word for it.)

The fact is, there still remains
a net loss of programs if one were
to look at the bait-and-switch
game they've been playing over the
previous 10 years. In reality,
the number of vocational/academic
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population REDUCTION, cont'd
programs in CA's prisons today

>
even the so-

called "Hubs/* pale in number when compared

to just 5 years ago. Though many vocational

shops have (at Hub prisons) been re-opened
recently, this is merely the re-start of pro-

grams they had previously shut down. Perhaps
2 out of 10 such programs re-opened as a dif-

ferent program than it once was, but there

has been no actual net gain in the number of

programs whatsoever. —And we're only talking
about the Hub prisons here— The majority of

OA's state prisons remain without the "Hub
11

status, and therefore continue to suffer a

net loss of vocational/academic programs.
So, how accurate are these prison official's
claim that rehabilitation is on their list
of priorities to fight the state's dismal
70% recidivism rate?

If we on the inside are experiencing no
apparent overall increases in vocational/
academic (rehabilitative) programming at our
individual prisons, and there seems to be no
noticeable changes in the medical/psych
delivery system, then perhaps it would be wise
to let it be known to your family, friends,
the members of your state Legislature (Senate
Rules Committee) and the attorneys represent-
ing Plaintiffs in the Coleman/Plata case. (One

of the lead attorneys is Donald Specter of

the Prison Law Office.) These issues all
involve the overcrowded conditions in Cali-
fornia's prisons and the many issues covered
by the Plata case, which is currently being
arbitrated in a California Court of Appeals.

The courts and the Legislature should
know that all of these fairytales about
increased rehabilitation, decreased recidi-
vism, and an improved medical/psych care
delivery system are little more than the

avoidance of the real question; how does
the state intend to reduce its prison pop-
ulation, and which prisoners pose the least
risk upon release?

* COLEMAN/PLATA UPDATE *

On October 21, 2013, Judge Peter Siggins
of the Court of Appeals (1st Dist.) reported

to the Three-Judge Court, which currently

has the CA Dept. of Corrections & Rehabilita-

tion (CDCR) under order to reduce its popula-

tion, that the State Attorneys and Plaintiffs
have not yet come to any agreement. As a
result, the Three-Judge Court gave the parties
additional time to conduct the

n
Meet-and-

Confer
11

process, extending its deadline until
November 18, 2013.

Within the Three-Judge Court's order,
which was titled "Order Extending Meet-And-
Confer Process," the Court also moved the

deadline date which the CDCR was required to

reduce the population down to 137% of design
capacity. The new date is now February 24,
2014. The order stated that it was "without
prejudice to the parties filing a joint re-
quest for a further extension..

11

This means
that further extensions of time could come,
if both parties should agree it's necessary.

COST OF PRISONS?

The CDCR has announced that they will spend
|>3.5 billion to build 15 new mental health
:acilities throughout the state.

Let Us Help With Your

Parole Review!

Whether you have been denied before or this is

the very first review; do not take a chance and

do nothing! Our office has 13 years' of help-

ing those in Prison obtain another chance!

Parole is a Privilege not a Right! Our Parole

Plan will show you as a Favorable Candidate

for the Privilege of Parole!

We can create your Parole Plan OR your family

can download a Parole Plan from our website.

Either option, remain case free and lef s work

together on getting you another chance,

For full details, have your family call us or visit

our website and download your Parole Plan!

D&D Worldwide Services, LLC.

P.O. Box 40081 Houston, Texas 77240

Officer. (2%V) 5%<m44 - Fax: m-3^74

Website: wvAv.mypavoleAufo



DETERMINATION

The difference between a successful

person and others

is not a lack of strength,

not a lack of knowledge

,

but rather a lack of will.

VINCE LOMRARDI

THE VALUE OF OUR EFFORTS

Everyone at some point comes to regret some
choice they have made, because they missed out
on an opportunity due to a priority they had.

As the saying goes, "hindsight is 20/20 and
if we had only known > we would have chosen
differently. Sometimes the situation is stay-
ing home and missing the surprise concert at
the mall with our favorite musician, other
times it is going out shopping maybe, and miss-
ing our child's first word, or first steps.

Whatever the case, if we had had some prior
knowledge somehow, the choice to stay or go

would
r

ve been really easy to make.
Other times we do have some indication of

the value of our choices, but we focus on the

short-term sacrifices instead of the long-term
benefits which might result- For instance, if our
plans are to spend the afternoon exercising, and

an opportunity presents itself where we could

spend some time with a friend and possibly make a
difference in their lives, or our relationship. Our
first inclination may be a selfish one in wanting
to exercise, instead of skipping our workout and
investing some time and compassion into building
our relationship.

But if we look at this situation and compare
short-term sacrifices (not exercising) with long-
term benefits (making a difference in a friends
life and their happiness), all of the sudden, the
choice becomes quite obvious. Unfortunately though^
too often we only perceive the choice between exer-
cising and not exercising, and we don't see the
choice as being anything more than the instant
gratification, or the denial of that gratification.
Our ability to delay gratification comes with
maturity, self-discipline, and a willingness to
see beyond oneself.

To help us in these situations, it's important
that we have a perspective which allows us to make
the choice we would have made in hindsight. The
truth of this is, it

r

s only a sacrifice if we view
it that way. Our perspective, and our values, could
say that helping others and taking advantage of

opportune moments, is important to us, even when
the initial decision to do so is difficult or we
may experience some discomfort by doing so. If we
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gain the perspective which allows us to

accept that the long-term gains are worth

any short-term discomfort, then the deci-
sion again becomes easy for us.

Something else which is a great help
in making these decisions for ourselves,
is the understanding that our greatest
moments of growth usually come from those

moments of great sacrifice; when we are
able to get outside ourselves and really
connect with a larger vision of the world.
It is those times when we truly put others
before ourselves and allow for the oppor-
tunity to relate to, and help others,

which brings us the feelings of satisfac-
tion, usefulness, and inner peace. It is

this inner peace which affects how we
feel about our place in the world and in
the lives of those around us. It's what
makes everything worthwhile and creates
happiness for our souls.

Most of us lead busy, hectic lives,
but we cannot let these moments for growth
and spirituality pass us by. Yes, we need
to exercise, run errands, and do a multi-
tude of other things for ourselves. The
point is, we also need to live our lives

in a way which allows for flexibility when
(Cont'd on page 4)

PRIVATE PSYCHOLOGICAL EVALUATION

FOR LIFERS

Many lifers are receiving CDCR/BPH
FAD psychological evaluations indicating

a moderate or high risk that they do not

deserve, based upon the misuse of actuar-

ial measures. This will result in a BPH
lengthy denial and many more years of

suffering.

A private psychological evaluation, ar-

i ranged with the help of your attorney,

will correct this injustice and in many
cases result in your deserved release. If

you have such a denial, a new psych re-

port is new evidence, allowing you to go

back to the board sooner.

I have over 40 years of experience (over

3000 reports) evaluating lifers and my
reports are recognized by the courts.

MELVTN MACOMBER, Ph. D.

PMB 316
8789 Auburn Folsom Road, Suite C

Granite Bay, CA 95746
(916) 652-7014

reports@drmelmac.com



of our EFFORTS, cont'd
we recognize the short-term aspects and long-

term aspects of our decisions , and the human

lives which may be affected by those decisions.

This isn't about a life of complete selflessness,

but one of balance which includes selflessness,

because if we are to continue to grow ourselves,

we must understand that other people are an

essential part of our growth and inner peace.

IN THE BOARD'S DISCRETION

Most term- to- life prisoners in the present

day realize that we must become familiar with the

legal statutes governing parole, and we must

also keep current with parole related case law.

The Penal Code and CA's
n
Title 15/' while serv-

ing as a framework or basis, are outdated and
nearly outmoded as the authority on the finer

points of suitability for parole in the Califor-

nia system, be it prison or courts. It should

not be this way, but it is. The question is why.

The Board itself has the authority to deter-
mine the "matrix," the 9 square graph by which
the Board is supposed to determine the length

of an offender's sentence, given certain case
factors. But the matrix has not been updated,

nor have any of the other Title 15 relevant
guiding descriptive instructions, since they

(Cont'd on page 6)

** EVIDENCE BASED **

e J E C C V 1 S B D L A U T C A
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E B E L 1 E V E U T E F F 1 O A
H C C E Y N 1 L U C R Y T 1 S 8 R

N A E V 1 T c E j B o M T H E A S

1) Accredited 13) Objective

2) Actual 14) Obvious

3) Believed 15) Plausibility

4) Capable 16) Probability

5) Confirmed 17) Proven

6) Convincing 18) Rational

7) Credible 19) Reasoned

8) Data 20) Reliable

9) Effective 21) Studied

10) Established 22) Tested

11) Evident 23) Trustful

12) Manifest 24) Visible

LAW OFFICE OF

MARC E
in

GROSSMAN
UPLAND, CALIFORNIA

The Law Offices of Marc Grossman have a 14 year record of obtaining relief for those in the Lifer Community

with approximately 40 petitions being granted.

Our track record with respect to Habeas relief for parole dates for lifers is second to none.

We also are now 2 for 2 on our Three Strikes Cases and hope to have another favorable result on our next

one.

Our published winning opinions include In re Robert Rosenkrantz, In re Garabet Tokhmanian, In re David

Barker, Pearson v Muntz, Styre v Adams, etc

I am proud to serve the Lifer community and there is no more fulfilling work that we do than helping those

wrongfully denied their Liberty in their fight for freedom.

Please note: Pro Bono cases not accepted at this time.

We are unable to return documents sent to us so please only send us your copies.

www.wefight4you.com 100 N. Euclid Avenue, Second Floor, Upland, CA 91786

Call tollfree

:

888-407-9068
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LITTLE KNOWH REASONS TO PAY ATTENTION

Have you ever gone to your psych evaluation interview and came away feeling like you were
hit with what seemed like a lot of seemingly irrelevant questions? if so, you might want
to go to your library and check out some of the published literature on prediction of

recidivism through the study of institutional behavior .. . Here's one study you may find of
interest:

By Zamble, E, & Porporino, F. (1990) ''Criminal Justice and Behavior"

A variety of current behavioral or cognitive measures were also
reasonably predictive of reoffending. Prisoners who had little
respect for the legal system, who gave little thought to their past
or future

?
and who socialized extensively with other others in

prison rather than spending time in their cells were the most
likely to become recidivists.

Did your psychologist ever ask you questions like, "Do you feel you were given a fair trial

?

n

or "Where do you see yourself ten years after prison?
M
or "How many friends and associates

do you have at your facility?" and "How often are you in your cell and how do you spend
that time?" In light of the above study, suddenly those questions make sense. Something
to think about.

//////// ////////

* The total U.S. prison population is now
1,506,934 prisoners.

* The total U.S. jail population is now over
735,000 prisoners,

* In 2012, California's prison population was
133,883 prisoners. Of those prisoners, over
30% were serving some form of a life term.

* In 2012, Utah reported that over 29% of
their prisoner population was serving some
form of a life sentence.

* In 2012, Nevada reported that over 21% of
their prisoner population was serving some
form of life sentence,

* In 2012, Massachusetts reported that over
19% of their prisoner population was serving
some form of a life sentence.

* The state of Texas now holds the record for
having the largest prisoner population at
150,782 prisoners. However, only 6% of their
prison population is serving a life term.

* In contrast, Indiana with a population of
28,270 prisoners, only 0.9% are serving a
life term of any kind.
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DAVID J. RAMIREZ, ATTORNEY AT LAW
AGGRESSIVE-EXPERIENCED-REASONABLE

LEGAL REPRESENTATION

Specializing in Representing Life Term Inmates in:

Parole Suitability Hearings

En Banc/Rescission Hearings

Petitions for Writ of Habeas Corpus

on Board Denials and Governor Reversals

3000.1/Parole Violations

Clemency Inmate Appeals/ 1 15s

3 Strikes Petition to Recall

Petition to Advance Hearing

Law Office ofDavid J. Ramirez
7545 Irvine Center Drive Suite 200

Irvine, CA 92618

Tel: (949) 623-8314* Fax: (949) 666-5505

dramirezusc@vahoo.coro

I have over 70 grants of suitability-check out roy

web video at www.shouselaw.com



CALIFORNIA LIFER NEWSLETTER

CLN: A comprehensive newsletter mailed every 6-8

weeks. State and federal cases, parole board news, statis-

tics, legislation and articles on prison, parole and correc-

tional issues of interest to inmates and their families.

CUValso provides services such as copying and forward-

ing federal and state cases, articles and news and materials

available on the internet

SUBSCRIPTIONS: Prisoners: $30 [or 80 stamps] per

year [6 issues minimum). Outside Individuals: $35. Insti-

tutions and professional: $90.

CLN, Box 277, Rancho Cordova, CA 95741

board's DISCRETION, cont'd
were "reformed

11

in 1977. The abuses that existed
then, which spurred and demanded that the parole
board be reformed are, according to an Appellate -

. -
.

Court Judge in his Dissenting Opinion of a recent
case that challenges the way the Board currently operates,
the exact same abuses that existed in 1975 when the land-
mark Rodriguez case was decided. That decision culminated
in the total reform of the Board, to its current incarna-
tion. As in changing "CDC" to "CDCR,

11

a turd still stinks
no matter what you call it.

Judge Anthony Klein put everyone on notice that the
exact abuses that we see with the parole board today are
the same abuses that the Rodriguez court was supposed to
remedy- Yet, here we are again. The Rodriguez reforms
might have lasted 15 years, at best- Not long enough to
have any palpable effect, for the

11

tough on crime
M
new

term- to-life sentences which were enacted in 1977 had not
enjoyed sufficient time to mature , so no one had yet seen
the parole board under the new sentencing scheme before
the Board was again corrupted, subverting the Rodriguez
reforms. In 1991, the door- slammed ^ and for 20 years almost
no one with a term- to- life sentence actually paroled

-

The abuse was in the Board and their policies. They were
afforded nearly unlimited discretion, and political consid-
erations put undue pressures on the process. The Rodriguez
reforms fell to the wayside and now we're back to the same
problems again. We dutifully litigate, but the state courts
of today are mostly conservative and seldom will grant a
petition from a convicted felon, even with a solid showing.

We have an elite group of individuals that make up the
CA Board of Parole Hearings. They have no direct oversight,
are insulated and prosecutorially immune, and have created
their own "division

11

of psychologists (who also have no
discernable oversight) that produce "reports

11

for their
purposes, all masquerading as due process.

Discretion is the key; ultimate say-so. It is the reason
why the Board subverted the Rodriguez court's decision in
less than 15 years; why it created the FAD; why the Title
15 has not been updated (nor the matrix)

;
why the Board has
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a legal division; why the Attorney General
vehemently fights every court challenge;

and ultimately why term-to- life prisoners
in California have been pressed into the

position of having to become so intimate

with the law that some may easily qualify

to do Paralegal work. Let's be honest,
judges are not immune from the body politic.
Many have aspirations of their own and are
loathe to lose face to their peers. Our
current body of judges in CA courts appear
to have suffered a lapse of clear cognitive
connectiveness to the spirit of the consti-
tutional rights afforded the individual in
amendments 4 thru 14: the protections against
arbitrary government actions.

It should not be this way, but it is.

This is a slow and tedious war, but we must
continue to fight the good fight- Not just
for ourselves, but for our families and
those who support us. and have continued to
support us over the many years. Hope to

see you in court.

W Prison legal News
PUBLISHED MONTHLY SINCE 1990

A 56-page magazine packed with:

Summaries and analysis of recent

national and local court decisions on

prisoner rights, from the prisoner

perspective.

* Articles from attorneys, including

how-to litigation advice.

News of prison- related struggle and

activism in the United States and

around the world.

Distributes a wide variety of legal,

self help and criminal justice books.

Annual Subscription Rates

Prisoners $30

Non- incarcerated individuals $35

Institutional or professional $90
(attorneys, libraries, government

agencies, organizations).

Sample copy $3.50

Prison Legal News
PO BOX 1151 - LAKE WORTH

FL 33460 - [561} 360-2523

HTTP://WWW.PRISOlS'LECALNrEWS.ORC

Orders accepted by phone or online, New
and unused postage stamps or embossed

envelopes may be used as payment,



Upon receipt of your stamps, we send a money order to your trust account or - as you direct - to a family

member, friend, or outside account, a wired or electronic funds transfer, or to a packoge vendor
(

x
).

CPS OFFERS THE FASTEST, MOST REPUTABLE SERVICE WITH THE MOST CHOICES:
* 10 years in the business * Mfntmum money order is $15.00
k Highest reimbursement rates • Funds sent to your trust account or to whom you designate

* Payment within 24 hours • No order form is required

* Stamps accepted from all stales, inmates," and free persons . All denominations of stamps are accepted
* Money orders, wired/electronic transfers^ package vendors f) « Single stamps, stamped envelopes are OK

* We wllf submit money order to the vendor, but you must submit your order forms to the vendor and deal with the vendor directly.

**[ VoJd in states where prohibited by law.
]

70% of FACE VALUE
For Complete Sheets, Books, or RoMs of "Forever" Stamps

In new or excellent (unfolded, unmarked, original) condition

60% of FACE VALUE
For Complete Sheets, Books, or Rolls of Ail Other Stamp Denominations

In new or excellent (unfolded, unmarked, original) condition

50% of FACE VALUE
For All Other Stamps Including Partial Books, Sheets, Rolls, or Strips,

and Single Stamps of All Denominations, and Stamped Envelopes
Single stamps must have adequate peel-off borders

Envelopes must have current first-class rate postage and no prison markings

DO NOT apply tape of any kind to the stamps.

DO NOT send envelopes with prison stamp or impression.

PLEASE give us a complete name/address where funds are to be sent

PLEASE provide any special forms required & complete instructions.

Visit our website:
www.cash4urstamps.com

BC'FS P.O. BOX 687 WALNUT, CA 91788
SEND SELF-ADDRESSED STAMPED ENVELOPE FOR FREE BROCHURE
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Voices.Con ^^1?
Term -to- Life Prisoners Converse

Newsletter address:

Voices-Con

P.O. Box 5425

Sonora, CA 95370

Website address: www. VoicesDotCon.org

Website E-mail: PubIisher@VoicesDotCoytorg

Editor E-mail: Dave@VoicesDotCon.org

Advertising E-mail: Janet@VoicesDotCon, org

The Voices.Con newsletter is written exclusively by term-to-life prisoners, unless otherwise noted, focusing on

issues of primary concern to those serving a long-term incarceration. The newsletter is published monthly at the

VoicesDotCon.org website. This information has been designed to be of potential benefit in any jurisdiction having

term-to-life and long-term prisoners and is made available to any other supportive family and friends as well. No

persons affiliated with the Voices.Con newsletter are lawyers. Information provided herein is not intended as a sub-

stitute for proper legal advice. All questions or comments on information contained herein should be directed to the

h Editor at the above E-mail address.

ABOUT VOICES-CON

Voices.Con is an excellent source of nuts and bolts infor-

mation relating to parole preparation, parole related politics,

understanding parole law and current rulings and the im-

portance of retaining the proper counsel and psychologists

for parole hearings. This information is provided exclusively

by long-term prisoners who have been there and are current-

ly experiencing the ups and downs of the parole process. We
are sorry to say that we do not have the resources to hire

staff lawyers or provide legal documents ofany kind. We do

maintain a mailing list for paid monthly newsletter sub-

scriptions ($11 annually.) The Voices.Con newsletter and

all past editions, may be downloaded at no cost bv any

friend or family member at the VoicesDotCon.org website.

On occasion, we may have a current or past edition that can

be mailed to a prisoner who has nobody else to download it

for free. However, this remains completely contingent on the

number of donations received at our mailing address. Please

include a Self Addressed Stamped Envelope in any cor-

respondence requiring a response*

SUGGESTED GUIDELINES FOR SUBMISSIONS

4.

We have only one agenda; advocating on behalf

of the term-to-life prisoner and distributing infor-

mation that will further this cause, enabling the

term-to-life prisoner to effectively advocate on his

or her own behalf.

You may write an essay/article on any related sub-

ject or issue of concern to the term-to-life prisoner

population.

We prefer that ail submissions be between 250

and 500 words. Please clearly print or type all

submitted material

We also accept and encourage all submissions of

topical artwork. Please include a Self Addressed

Stamped Envelope with any submissions of art-

work or written material where a return has been

requested.

A FEW FACTS TO REMEMBER

=> Today, more prisoners tn U.S. prisons are serving life

terms than ever before. With a U.S. prison population of

2.3 million people, 140,610 are serving life terms.

3> California's prison system peaked at 173,000 prisoners

in 2007, making it the largest prison system in the na-

tion. With 34,164 prisoners serving life terms, it also

has the most lifers.

Tn Alabama, California,. Massachusetts, Nevada, and

New York, at least 1 in 6 prisoners are serving a life

term.
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OTHER AVAILABLE MATERIAL PirBMSnff.T) AT
VOICES.CON WEBSITE:

* Preview or download our Prisoner Support Direc-

tory specifically designed for the needs of the

term-to-life prisoners—Free

* Preview or download a complete Newsletter De-

scriptions List of all previous editions of Voic-

es.Con—Free

* Preview or download all previous editions of the

Voices.Con newsletter ever pub! ished-Free

* Preview or download previously argued case law

in parole related court cases—Free

© VotcesDotCon.org


